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Has She or Hasn’t She?
20112002

Julie Bowen
after her big emmy win for her role 

on Modern Family, Julie Bowen 

has become a household name. 

the 41-year-old actress is not only 

hilarious in her role as uptight 

matriarch Claire Dunphy, but also 

gorgeous and incredibly fit. we 

couldn’t help but wonder if the real-

life mom of three has had a little 

help (her skin is so flawless!). while 

she clearly takes care of herself 

rumour has it that she may have had 

a breast augmentation to enhance 

her modest chest size. we asked 

three doctors, who have never 

worked on Bowen, to weigh in.

Dr. MiCHael KreiDstein, MD, Msc, 

Frcs: “that Ms. Bowen has had breast 

augmentation is self-evident. More 

interesting to me is that she chose 

modest sized implants, and wears a 

padded-bra when she wants a more 

voluptuous look.   By using smaller 

implants, she has decreased her 

risks of complications, and her breast 

cosmesis will hold up better over time.”  

Dr. B. Kent reMington MD, 

Frcp(c): “My perception is the 

following facial procedures 

have been done: upper eyelid 

blepharoplasty; Botox for the frown 

zone, forehead and crows feet; lip 

enhancement (not augmentation) 

with cupids bow definition using 

f illers; and a rhinoplasty.  Whoever 

is doing her Botox shaping needs 

to be aware that the eyebrows are 

sisters, not twins, but that we still 

want to create harmony and balance. 

In some of her photos she has a 

spock tendency with the right upper 

eyebrow, and the shape of her left 

eyebrow is quite different.”

Dr. Brian s. FrieDMan, DDs:

“as far as I can see in the earliest 

photographs to present day, 

her four front teeth have not 

changed.  the angles the teeth are 

on have remained the same.  no 

doubt veneers or crowns have 

not been done.  however, it is 

likely she  whitened her teeth, 

simply because there are few 

in the business that have not 

whitened.  But you cannot tell from 

the photographs.”  
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